
Fair competition policy



Why is fair competition important?
At FrieslandCampina, we want to do business in the right way, responsibly.

This also includes operating in a fair and competitive manner as we

believe this is the only viable and sustainable way to conduct business.

And we want to preserve the trust of our stakeholders, customers and

consumers and safeguard our excellent reputation. Also, not respecting

the rules on fair competition may have serious consequences for our

company and for the employees involved, for example fines and

imprisonment. 

What are our basic principles?  
Fair competition is all about companies acting in a fair and competitive

way in the market. Any improper way of doing business including not

respecting the rules on fair competition is strictly forbidden. We compete

with other companies to win the hearts of the consumers. We determine

our own commercial and strategic policy in the market. We do not discuss

our policy with competitors or disrupt normal competition in the market in

any other way.

The basic principles of fair competition are:

→ do not get involved in any restrictive behaviour with other companies

(the cartel prohibition);

→ do not abuse a possible dominant position in the market  (abuse of a

dominant position); and 

→ make sure your intended transaction (merger, acquisition or the

realisation of a joint venture) is approved by the relevant competition

authorities (merger control). 1

No restrictive behaviour (the cartel prohibition)
The following aspects of fair competition are relevant in your daily work.
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1 This policy focuses on the first two rules only. A separate EU merger control training is

available at the FC Academy. 



When you deal with competitors:
Do not fix prices

Do not agree with competitors to directly or indirectly fix prices (including

discounts, rebates, bonuses, increases, decreases, etc.) in any manner,

whether in writing, through a telephone call, a casual conversation, a 'nod

and a wink', an e-mail exchange or otherwise. Avoid any level of

understanding or shared expectation with a competitor on prices. 

Price-fixing is always illegal. 

Examples of price-fixing are:

→ competitors agreeing to lower production volumes to drive up the price;

→ competitors agreeing on a range of minimum and maximum prices

within which purchases or sales will be made;

→ competitors discussing prices, discounts, rebates, pricing formulas or

price related matters with each other, including at social gatherings; and

→ sending out press releases or other notifications of price rises to

competitors in advance of publication.

Do not divide markets or customers

Do not agree with competitors to directly or indirectly divide markets or

customers in any manner, whether in writing or otherwise. We compete for

every customer in every market.

It is always illegal to divide markets or customers, even if you think it will

lead to efficiencies, or if it concerns markets or customers that are of no

interest to you.

Examples of dividing markets or customers are:

→ If I agree not to supply customer A, you agree not to supply customer B

→ I will focus on the retail customers and you will focus on the OOH (Out

Of Home) customers

→ I supply customers in country X and you supply customers in country Y

→ I will supply only 50% of customer A's requirements and leave the rest

to you, and you do the same with customer B.
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Do not collectively boycott

Do not agree on a collective boycott of a certain customer. You cannot

conspire with competitors against a certain customer.

Do not limit production (capacity or output) 

Do not agree with a competitor to limit production capacity or output. This

will lead to less products and eventually higher prices.

Do not exchange  commercially sensitive information

Do not exchange with a competitor commercially sensitive information,

such as information on (i) prices; (ii) customers or markets; (iii)

commercial strategy; (iv) tenders; (v) expansion plans; (vi) production

(capacity); (vii) investments; (viii) innovation.

Remember: we need to determine our own commercial and strategic

policy in the market and we do not discuss it, let alone agree on it with our

competitors. 

When you deal with suppliers & buyers:
Do not determine the buyer’s resale price

Do not force a resale price on your buyer. You may recommend a resale

price and even impose a maximum resale price as long as this does not

lead in practice to a fixed or a minimum price.

Do not limit the buyer’s freedom to sell where and to whom he wants

As a general rule, do not limit your buyer from selling the products where

and to whom he wants. You can only prohibit the buyer from selling to

customers or in countries that are exclusively allocated to another buyer

or reserved for yourself.

Do not impose lengthy non-compete obligations on the buyer

As a general rule, do not force your buyer to buy all of his needs from you

for > 5 years. Also, do not prohibit your buyer to sell competing products

for > 5 years.
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No abuse of a dominant market position
It is not always easy to establish whether a dominant market position

exists. In case of a true monopoly (100% market share) this is evident.

However, even if there are competitors, a dominant market position can

still exist. As a rule of thumb, dominance may exist with a market share of

at least 40%. Other factors are relevant as well, such as the market

position of competitors, entry barriers for potential new competitors and

bargaining power of customers. 

Being dominant is not illegal. Abusing that position is.

There are different forms of abuse, such as:

→ agreeing on exclusivity, leaving other companies with no source of

supply or delivery;…

→ offering customers conditional/loyalty rebates, preventing the

customer from leaving;...

→ tying & bundling the sale of one product to another, in package deals;...

→ discrimination between similar customers, especially if the one

customer is becoming a competitor of the dominant player;…

→ accepting very low prices, to “smoke out” the competitors...(“predatory

pricing”);

→ refusing to supply, when your customer really needs it and has no

alternative; and 

→ charging very high prices, because the customer has no real

alternative.

Remember: our behaviour must at all times be objective and transparent,

even more so if we have a dominant position in the market: dominant

companies are in the spotlight.
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How to behave in practice?

Do’s

→ In general: subjects that are not sensitive from a competitive

perspective do not create a risk, for instance, sustainability, technical or

quality standards, safety issues and legislation in general.

→ Meetings (of industry groups) are allowed, as long as commercially

sensitive topics are not discussed. 

→ Avoid contacts where commercially sensitive subjects are discussed.

Distance yourself actively from such contacts.

→ Leave a meeting if commercially sensitive topics are discussed: do not

remain passive.

→ Provide your buyer with a recommended resale price or a maximum

resale price.

→ Do prohibit your buyer from selling to customers or in areas which are

exclusively reserved for other buyers or yourself.

→ If you are a dominant market player: make sure your behaviour is

always objectively justifiable and transparent. 

Don’ts

X Do not agree with competitors on anything relating to prices, tariffs,

rebates, premiums, bonuses, (the calculation of) extra charges, taxes, et

cetera.

X Do not agree with competitors on anything relating to (the division of)

markets, places of business, (the division of) customers or production

limitation.

X Do not agree with competitors to collectively boycott certain parties.

X Do not share with competitors information relating to these subjects

(orally, in writing, by e-mail, during seminars, drinks, during business

meetings, et cetera).

X Do not impose a resale price on your buyer.

X Do not tell your buyer to whom and where he should sell the products.

X Do not limit your buyer too long (>5 years) in his freedom to buy the

products elsewhere or to sell competing products.
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X Do not abuse your dominant market position, for instance, by

discriminating between customers or by tying or bundling products.

No excuses

There are no excuses for violating the rules on fair competition. Not

knowing or pretending not to know, for example, what others were doing,

is no excuse either.  

To avoid any doubt

Do not bypass this policy by using a third party or other means.

Not acting in accordance with this policy may lead to disciplinary

measures, including dismissal. 

In case you hesitate 

The rules on fair competition are complicated. If you are in doubt whether

your intended behaviour is in line with these rules, please contact the Senior

Counsel Business Conduct at businessconduct@frieslandcampina.com.

Raise questions or concerns

We encourage our employees who have concerns about a (suspected)

violation of our Compass, to speak up and express concerns. We

understand that it takes courage to speak up. That is why we want a

company culture without fear of punishment or unfair treatment for

raising such concerns. If you are worried that something wrong or

dangerous is happening at work, please do not keep it to yourself.

FrieslandCampina will not tolerate negative effects when you raise a

concern in good faith. You will be protected.

Our Speak Up procedure gives you guidance on how to raise concerns.
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Royal FrieslandCampina N.V.

Stationsplein 4, 3818 LE Amersfoort

The Netherlands

T +31 33 713 3333

www.frieslandcampina.com


